
 

 

 

CATS_DA = CHECKING ENTRIES OR FILTERING BY SPECIFIC WAGE TYPES  

CATS_DA  Display Working Times is used to verify absences and attendances keyed in CAT2 .  This 

transaction will show all the information keyed and will indicate whether it has been approved, rejected, 

or no action taken.  

 

 

Each organizational unit has been created their own variant to use for CATS_DA.  To choose a variant, 

click icon (looks like steps).  This will bring up a box with your name in it.  Remove your name from the  

box and click the execute icon (clock) at the bottom of the box. 

 

For easy access, set 

up in your Favorites. 



 

 

 

 

A second box will appear, showing different organizational units, scroll down until you find the 

appropriate org. unit.  Highlight the appropriate org. unit and click enter or click check mark. 

 

Remove your 

name and click 

clock icon. 

Click variant 

icon to bring 

up variant box. 

Scroll down to find 

your org. unit, 

highlight it, and click 

enter or check mark.  



 

 

If you cannot find your organizational number, please contact Amber Nguyen at 390-2807 or Karen 

Matatall at 390-2175. 

The next screen will automatically bring up the appropriate org. unit as well as the reporting period as 

other period with a high date of 12/31/9999.  Put in your begin date and end date you want to show.  

Then click the Execute Icon (clock).    

 

 

 

CATS_DA will then display all attendance/absences keyed for the time period requested.  The columns 

will identify the type of attendance/absence types keyed, the timekeeper who keyed the information,  

the date it was keyed, the approver who approved/rejected the information, and the date it was 

approved/rejected.  A listing of all attendance and absence types has been provided.  Please note:  not 

all attendance/absence types will be keyed by the timekeeper. 

 

Key in begin and end 

date, then click the 

clock icon to execute. 



 

 

 

To sort, click on any of the columns.  There are two ways you can sort:  Filter or List from largest to 

smallest or vice versa.  In the sample, the date created has been highlighted.  If you choose to sort 

smallest to largest, SAP will list the dates created from high date to low date or vice versa.   

 

Since I used 7/1/08 as my 

begin date, all entries 

made for the school year 

are available to view. 

 

Green check = approved   

Yellow triangle = not approved 

Red X = rejected 



 

 

 

A box will be brought up to put in a date range.   Type in the dates you would like to view . . .  

 

SAP will now list only the dates in the range requested.  

Filter icon. List icons. 



 

 

 

You could highlight another column, such as the A/A type, and sort the information more.  
 

 
 
In this sample, the sort range was for absences only.  The range selected was 1000 to 2300. 



 

 

 
 

  
 

This is a marvels tool which can be used for a number of functions.  To name a few:  sort by leave 

without pay for the school year; list the dates prior to and after a holiday; amount of annual leave or 

personal leave used by individual or as a group. 


